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The adsorption of hard-sphere gas in a random porous media and/or in a disordered hard sphere
matrix is studied by applying the replica-Ornstein–Zernike~ROZ! equations for the
quenched-annealed systems. Our interests are~1! to derive new formulas for the chemical potentials
and the potential distributions theorems for such systems and~2! to use these derivations as
consistency requirements for improving the closure relations in the ROZ. Two types of consistencies
are enforced:~i! bulk thermodynamic property consistencies, such as the Gibbs–Duhem relation and
~ii ! zero-separation theorems on the cavity functions. Five hard-sphere matrix/hard-sphere fluid
systems have been investigated, representing different porosities and size ratios. Direct formulas for
the chemical potentials and the zero-separation theorems for the fluid cavity functions are derived
and tested. We find uniformly better agreement with Monte Carlo data when self-consistency is
enforced, than the conventional closures: such as the Percus–Yevick and hypernetted chain
equations. In general, the structural properties are improved, as well as the thermodynamic
properties. There remains discrepancy in the fluid-replica structureh12(r ) at coincidence,r 50. The
nature of theh12(r ) behavior is discussed in light of the consistency principles. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!70546-5#
I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical study of inclusion gas in porous media
has made a significant advance in 1988 when Madden and
Glandt1 published a paper interpreting the confining matrix
and the included gas as a binary intercalation between a
quenched phase~the immobile solid obstacles! and an an-
nealed phase~the thermally equilibrated fluid!. Both a cluster
diagram analysis and an Ornstein–Zernike-like integral
equation were presented for this quenched-annealed system.
The implication is that the liquid-state theories developed in
the last half century can now be brought to bear on the analy-
ses of gas adsorption in porous media. In 1992, employing
the replica method, Given and Stell2 have reformulated this
quenched-annealed~or, simply, partly quenched or semi-
quenched! system on a sound theoretical footing. The set of
the Ornstein–Zernike equations derived thereby was named
the replica-Ornstein–Zernike~ROZ! equations. In this for-
mulation, the semiquenched system is taken as the limiting
case of an equilibrated~annealed! mixture of s11 species,
where the obstacles, now mobile, are considered as one spe-
cies, and the fluid plus its copies~‘‘replicas’’ ! are the others
species. These replicas possess a special feature: one replica
species~e.g.,i 51! does not interact across other replica spe-
cies (j 52,3,. . . ,s). Molecules in each replica interact only
within the same replica plus with the obstacle species~0!.
They are oblivious to the existence of other replicas. These
s11 species, including the obstacles, are totally equilibrated
~annealed! according to standard statistical mechanics for
mixtures. By taking the limits→0 ~so long as the limit ex-
ists!, the quenched-annealed system of Madden–Glandt is
recovered.
Since these pioneering works, a rich literature followed,
employing the integral equation methods to solve for the
behavior of fluids in different adsorptive systems.3–17 The
advantage of this quenched-annealed medium is that it is
able to combine the factors important in adsorption such as
of fluid confinement in narrow pores, the wetting of inter-
faces, and the disorderedness of the matrix into a single the-
oretical framework. Earlier numerical works starting with the
ROZ were supplemented with conventional closures such as
the Percus–Yevick~PY!18 closure or the hypernetted-chain
~HNC! closure19 ~plus some modifications!, as were used in
the conventional theory of bulk liquids. Some successes have
been met. However, the pervasive and perverse inconsisten-
cies inherent in these liquid-state closures were exacerbated
in the semiquenched case~see, e.g., Vegaet al.3! The pres-
sure obtained from the compressibility route is different from
the the grand potential. Also the free energy derived from the
nergy route cannot match that from thePV integration.13
The direct consequence is that the phase diagrams deter-
mined from one route do not possess pressure consistency
near the critical point.9 It is desirable to have a theory that
not only is accurate but at the same time consistent.
Previously, we have examined the issue20 of self-
consistency~abbreviated SC! for the integral equations~IE!
of bulk fluids. For those cases where consistencies were en-
forced, the results were also highly accurate. In this work, we
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intend to extend such approaches to inclusion gas in porous
media. The consistencies we shall apply can be classified
into two main classes:~1! thermodynamic~or bulk! property
consistencies, and~2! structural@or zero-separation theorem-
~ZST!# consistencies~see, e.g., Refs. 20 and 21!. These will
be discussed in Secs. III and IV. As a starting point, we shall
first look at a simple system: namely, hard-sphere matrices
with included hard-sphere gas@denoted as HS~matrix!/
HS~fluid! or simply HS/HS#. Simulation data are available
for comparison.11
In Sec. II we write the ROZ equations together with our
notational convention. In Sec. III, we shall present the ther-
modynamic consistencies that have applicability to these and
other general potentials. Only necessary formulas appropri-
ate for the semiquenched cases are presented. In Sec. IV, we
develop new formulas for thedirect calculation of the chemi-
cal potentials of the fluids as well as the zero-separation
theorems applicable to the cavity functions. The advantage
of the direct formulas is that one need not integrate over
temperatures or pressures to obtain values of the chemical
potentials for a given state. These direct formulas, as men-
tioned before,22 depend only on correlation functions~e.g.,
total correlations, cavity functions, and bridge functions! at
the systemT andr. Numerical results are presented in Sec.
V. We have examined five HS/HS semiquenched systems at
six different state conditions representing different porosities
and sphere sizes, ranging from the randomly packed matrices
~penetrable spheres,d0050! to annealed hard-sphere matri-
ces. In all cases, the consistency conditions have been en-
forced. Section VI presents the conclusion and comments of
the consistency approach.
II. THE ROZ EQUATIONS
The set of ROZ equations as derived by Given and Stell2
are given below. The label 0 indicates the matrix species; 1
the fluid species; and 2 any replica of 1.hi j is the total
correlation andCi j is the direct correlation for thei j pair. r i








Note that the tilde indicates three-dimensional Fourier trans-
form. The 12 pair is also called the blocked part,b, of the
11-correlation function, i.e.,C125Cb . But C115Cc1Cb ,
thus Cc5C112C12, Cc being the connected part ofC11.
C11 is composed of a connected part and a blocked part
~arising from diagrammatical analyses!. Similar notation
holds forhc andhb . There are four kinds of pairs, 00, 01, 11,
and 12. We need also four separate closure relations to con-
nect the total and direct correlations through the bridge func-
tions Bi j . In PY, the bridge functions are given~approxi-
mately! by18
Bi j 5 log~11g i j !2g i j , i , j 50,1,2 ~2.5!
whereg i j 5hi j 2Ci j is the indirect correlation. In this work,
we shall adopt the form due to Verlet,23 first proposed in






2S 12f i j 1 f i j11a i j g i j* D , i , j 50,1,2, ~2.6!
where a, f, z are adjustable parameters. These are to be
determined by the conditions of consistency.g i j* is a renor-
malized indirect correlation function~to be specified!. For
the sake of imposing consistencies, we allow room for other
possible types of function form. We happen to choose the
Verlet form here. Our emphasis is rather on satisfying the
consistency conditions than being restricted to a specific
function form. The ways for determining the parametersa,
f, z are described below. These parameters turn out to be
functions of the density and the sphere sizes.
III. THERMODYNAMIC CONSISTENCIES
By thermodynamic consistencies we mean the com-
monly known thermodynamic~Maxwell! relations on bulk
properties. These should be properly modified6,10 when ap-
plied to the semiquenched case. We identify two of these
below.
A. The Gibbs–Duhem consistency
The isothermal compressibility of the fluid 1 inside the






512r1E dr Cc~r !, ~3.1!
whereCc5C112C12 is the connected part of the fluid–fluid
direct correlation. On the other hand, the chemical potential






whereSi j are the star series~Ref. 22!. The fluid must obey
the Gibbs–Duhem relation@at constant temperaturedT50
and matrix rigiditydr050 ~Ref. 6!#:
r dm15dP1 . ~3.3!
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This equation imposes a global requirement on the correla-
tion functions. For approximate theories, the pressure ob-
tained from~3.1! and the chemical potential from~3.2! do
not satisfy~3.3!. It is a sentive measure of any inconsisten-
cies in the theory~note that PY and HNC both fail this test!.
B. dU – dP consistency





2 E dr @r1r1g11~r !u11~r !12r0r1g01~r !u01~r !#.
~3.4!
This energy can be integrated to give the Helmholtz free
energy~i.e., via the Gibbs–Helmholtz relation!, which can in
turn be differentiated with respect to density to give the fluid








]b F E dr1b ]P1]r1 G . ~3.5!
For hard spheres, there is no energy. Thus this consistency is
reticent for hard core systems. We presented it here for com-
pleteness.
IV. ZERO-SEPARATION THEOREMS FOR THE
CAVITY FUNCTIONS
In this section, we derive the potential distribution~i.e.,
zero-separation! theorems for the cavity functionsy01, y11,
andy12 in the semiquenched system. In the replica approach,
the semiquenched system is related to a normal mixture~in
the sense of equilibrium! of molecules representing the ma-
trix and mutually noninteractings copies ~replicas! of the
fluid molecules.s is an integer, but can, in the limit, ap-
proach zero. Thus the semiquenched system is recovered as
the limit (s→0) from an s11-species equilibrated~an-
nealed! mixture. We shall thus write all the formulas below
in the replica system ofs11 species. Later, upon taking the
s→0 limit, we shall converge correctly to the semiquenched
system.
A. Chemical potentials
We have previously derived the direct formulas of the
chemical potentials for common mixtures.26 Application to
the s11 components in equilibrium gives~all chemical po-
tentials reported below are configurational quantities, in ex-





This can be abbreviated in symbolic form by using the short-
hand notation
rkE @ i j #5rkE dr @ logyi j 2hi j 1~1/2!hi j g i j 1hi j Bi j 2Si j #.
~4.2!
Thus ~4.1! can be rewritten as







bm15r0E @01#1r1E @11#1~s21!r2E @12#. ~4.5!
Next, in order to apply the potential distribution theorems,21
we need to have the chemical potentials~reversible works of
insertion! of dimersmade up from pairs of species 01, 11,
and 12~a dimer is formed from two monomers when the pair
interaction between the latter is annulled, as in the cavity
functions!. These dimers, denoted by (111), (112), and
(110) are at infinite dilution in the monomer fluid. Thus for
the dimer (1 1), formed from merging two spheres of type
1 ~forcing the bond lengthL→0!, the chemical potential is
the following:
For bm (111) :
bm (111)(L50)5r0E dr@ logy(111)02h(111)01~1/2!h(111)0g (111)01h(111)0B(111)02S(111)0#1r1E dr@ logy(111)1
2h(111)11~1/2!h(111)1g (111)11h(111)1B(111)12S(111)1#1~s21!r2E dr@ logy(111)22h(111)2
1~1/2!h(111)2g (111)21h(111)2B(111)22S(111)2#. ~4.6!
For bm (112) :
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bm (112)(L50)5r0E dr@ logy(112)02h(112)01~1/2!h(112)0g (112)01h(112)0B(112)02S(112)0#1r1E dr@ logy(112)1
2h(112)11~1/2!h(112)1g (112)11h(112)1B(112)12S(112)1#1r2E dr@ logy(112)22h(112)2
1~1/2!h(112)2g (112)21h(112)2B(112)22S(112)2#1~s22!r3E dr@ logy(112)32h(112)3
1~1/2!h(112)3g (112)31h(112)3B(112)32S(112)3#. ~4.7!
For bm (110) :
bm (110)(L50)5r0E dr@ logy(110)02h(110)01~1/2!h(110)0g (110)01h(110)0B(110)02S(110)0#1r1E dr@ logy(110)1
2h(110)11~1/2!h(110)1g (110)11h(110)1B(110)12S(110)1#1~s21!r2E dr@ logy(110)22h(110)2
1~1/2!h(110)2g (110)21h(110)2B(110)22S(110)2#. ~4.8!
These formulas are general~for any potentials!. The interac-
tion between the composite (111)-mer, for example, with a
0-mer isdouble, in magnitude, of that between 1 and 0 mers,
in the sense of site–site interactions. In the following, how-
ever, we shall specialize to the hard-sphere matrix plus hard-
sphere fluid system~HS/HS! where the double of zero or
infinity is still zero or infinity.
B. The coincidence values of log yij „0…
Next, we shall formulate the zero-separation theorems
for the cavity functions. The potential distribution theorems21
say ~for HS/HS!:
For logy11(0):
logy11(L50)52bm12bm (111)(L50)5bm1 . ~4.9!







logy11~0!5r0E @01#1r1E @11#2r1E @12#5bm1 .
~4.11!








The coincidence value of the fluid-replica pair logy12
depends only on the matrix-fluid correlations. This result has
important implications for the fluid-replica correlation func-
tion h12(0), aswill be discussed later.
For logy01(0) : The case of logy01(0) is a bit more com-
plicated. We examine three cases: Case Ad11.d00; Case B
d11,d00; and a nonadditive case, Case Cd01.d00 andd01
.d11, i.e., the 01 interaction has an effective diameter
greater that both the 00 and the 11 interactions. This is the
case when we have a quenched Widom–Rowlinson~QWR!-
type mixture where the matrix species with diameterd00
50 is frozen, while the fluid species~with diameterd1150
also! is allowed to anneal in the presence of 0. The cross




for HS/HS, this becomes






5r0E @00#1r1E @01#2r1E @12#. ~4.16!
Note that this quantity isnot related to the fluid chemical







5r0E @01#1r1E @11#2r1E @12#5bm1 . ~4.18!
Namely, ford11,d00, we get the fluid chemical potential.







5r0E @00#1r1E @11#2r1E @12#. ~4.20!
For QWR, the coincidence value logy01(0) is not the chemi-
cal potentialbm1 due to the presence of the@00# term. This
fact can be further checked by comparing with the known
‘‘exact’’ values ~see below!. This logy01 of Case C is also
different from Case A, because of the difference in the@01#
and @11# terms.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have examined five semiquenched systems at six
state conditions for HS/HS.~see Table I!. Representative po-
rosities, sphere sizes, and fluid densities are examined.~i!
The first case is for diametersd0050, d015s, d1150. This
system is an analogue to the bulk Widom–Rowilinson mix-
ture, but semiquenched, i.e., like iteractions are zero:
matrix–matrix and fluid–fluid pairs do not interact. But the
fluid particle and matrix particle~unlike species! interact
with the hard sphere potential with diameters. This case, in
the semiquenched mixture, is solvable exactly4 ~by the HNC
closure!. Thus we can use this case to check the theoretical
formulas and numerical procedures. Next,~ii ! d0050, d01
5s, d115s. In this case, the matrix particles are ideal gas
particles. But they interact with the fluid particles with hard
core diameters. Since the matrix particles themselves are
penetrable, they are called a random matrix.~ ii ! d005s,
d015s, d115s. In this case, all particles~matrix and fluid!
have the same range of interactions. The matrix is no longer
random, it is an equilibrated hard sphere system, quenched
into frozen obstacles.~iv! and ~v! d0053s, d0152s, d11
5s. These cases represent semiquenched systems where the
matrix is composed of large spheres, three times greater than
the fluid spheres. Two density states have been examined.
~vi! d005s, d015(1/2)s, d1150. This case is a variation of
cases~iv! and ~v!, only that the fluid is now ideal gas par-
ticles. Its exact thermodynamic properties are known. Thus it
can again be put to good use for authentification of the the-
oretical and numerical procedures proposed here.
The numerical method of solution was by convolutions
in bipolar coordinates.27 The set of ROZ equations~2.1!–
~2.4! consists of 11 convolutions, of which 9 are distinct.
Picard’s iterative solution with Broyles mixing~via a old-
new solution mixing parameter! was used. Normally, 1024
grid points with grid interval 0.02s were used. For cases~iv!,
~v!, and ~vi!, 2048 grids and 4096 grids were used with
size50.01s. To check convergence, the higher-grid cases
did not differ much from 1024-grid cases~the difference in
function values was at the 4th decimal place!.
The renormalization of the indirect correlation function
g* was achieved by adding a soft-Weeks–Chandler–
Andersen~WCA! potential to theg function28
g* ~r !5g~r !1~1/2!r f ~r !, ~5.1!
where f (r ) is the Mayer factor of the repulsive WCA 6:3
potential. The~pseudo-!temperature in this Mayer factor was
set to kT/e59. This number seemed to work well in the
consistency process.~This is considered as another parameter
that has been fitted.! The advantage of using the WCA-type
potential is that it is continuous, thus avoiding discontinuities
in the bridge functions when combined with the closure.
The twelve parameters:a, f, and z ~for four pairs 00,
01, 11, and 12! were determined by enforcing the consis-
tency theorems. This number, at first glance, appears exces-
sive. However, we have reduced the number by plausible
means. First for the 00 pair~for the matrix!, we have used
directly a, f, and z from Ref. 29, dedicated to the equili-
brated pure hard spheres. For pairs 01, 11, and 12, we have,
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TABLE I. Summary of SC calculations for the semiquenched systems: Comparison with MC~Ref. 11! and
other closures.a
MC ROZ/SC~calc! ZST and other theorems
Pair 00 01 11
Case 1 0 s 0
r0* 50.1593 r1* 50.051 65
bm8 0.6623~0.667 274, exact! 0.667 407
b]P1 /]r1 0.982~1, exact! 1.0
Contact values
h01(d10
1 ) — ~0, exact! 0
h11(0) — ~0.948 9179, exact! 0.949 082
h12(0) — ~0.948 9179, exact! 0.949 082
Zero separation values
ln y01(0) — ~0, exact! 0
ln y11(0) — ~0.667 274, exact! 0.667 358
ln y12(0) — ~0.667 274, exact! 0.667 358
Parameters
(5HNC: i.e., z50.0!
Case 2: 0 s s
r0* 50.159 r1* 50.381
bm8 4.168 4.11 @4.515# ~4.005!
b]P1 /]r1 6.40 6.28 ^GD 6.278& @5.551# ~6.474!
Contact values
h01(d10
1 ) 1.15 1.0 @1.187# ~0.937!
h11(d11
1 ) 1.28 1.27 @1.555# ~1.149!
h12(0) 1.09 2.12 @1.557# ~0.912!
Zero-separation values
ln y01(0) 2.67 ^^2.69&& @5.090# ~1.857!
ln y11(0) 4.17 ^^4.11&& @6.920# ~2.119!
ln y12(0) ;0.737 1.138 ^^1.125&& @0.988# ~0.648!
Parameters a f z
00 1 1.175 53 1.04834
01 1 0.956 1.0
11 1 0.999 1.0
12 1 3.297 0161 1.0
Pair 00 01 11
Case 3 s s s
r0* 50.2404 r1* 50.383
bm8 5.97 5.815 @7.23# ~5.98!
b]P1 /]r1 9.003 8.149 ^GD 8.0& @7.15# ~9.06!
Contact values
h01(d10
1 ) 2.2603 2.186 @3.482# ~2.131!
h11(d11
1 ) 1.6998 1.716 @2.154# ~1.586!
h12(0) 3.7975 9.240 @17.2# ~2.965!
Zero-separation values:
ln y01(0) 5.822 ^^5.815&& @13.6# ~2.807!
ln y11(0) 5.819 ^^5.815&& @12.4# ~2.706!
ln y12(0) 1.590 2.326 ^^2.327&& @2.89# ~1.377!
Parameters a f z
00 1 1.175 53 1.048 34
01 1 0.986 382 25 1.0
11 1 0.986 118 03 1.0
12 1 1.316 0243 1.0
Case 4 3s 2s s
r0* 50.0179 r1* 50.4811
bm8 9.754 8.674 @9.493# ~8.637!
b]P1 /]r1 8.66 15.72 ^GD 16.5& @11.77# ~13.07!
Contact values
h01(d10
1 ) 6.842 6.501 @8.929# ~3.351!
h11(d11
1 ) 3.681 3.778 @4.83# ~1.798!
h12(0) 4.208 12.93 @23.0# ~1.780!
Zero-separation values
ln y01(0) 8.687 ^^8.674&& @17.37# ~2.939!
ln y11(0) 8.6705 ^^8.674&& @23.63# ~2.963!
ln y12(0) ;1.65 2.635 ^^2.6435&& @3.177# ~1.023!
Parameters a f z
00 1 0.998 092 1.018 157
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for the sake of simplicity of fitting, seta, and z’s to unity
(51). Thus only three parametersf’s ~for 01, 11, 12! are
left to vary, in such a way that the ZST’s in Sec. IV B be
satisfied. By actually carrying out this fitting, we found, as
fait accompli, that the thermodynamic consistencies in Sec.
III A ~i.e., the Gibbs–Duhem relation! were well satisfied.
Case „i…: The quenched Widom–Rowlinson mixture
For this case,d0050, d015s, d1150 at r0s
350.1593,
r1s
350.051 63. This QWR possesses results which are ex-
actly given by the HNC solution.4 The following facts are
observed:~a! The 00 matrix part is an ideal gas. Thus
h00(r )505C00(r ). ~b! The 01 matrix-fluid part gives
h01(r )5 f 01(r )5C01(r ), where f 01 is the Mayer factor for
the 01 interaction. Also,y01(r )51, B01(r )50. ~c! The 11
fluid–fluid part hash11(r )2C11(r )5r0f 10* f 01, where as-
terisk indicates convolution.B11(r )50, h11(r )5h12(r ),
C11(r )5C12(r ), y11(r )5y12(r ). We summarize the exactly
known correlation functions below:
h00~r !50, ~5.2!
h01~r !5 f 01~r !, ~5.3!
h11~r !5h12~r !5exp~r0V0~r !!21, ~5.4!
whereV0(r ) is the overlap volume of two spheres at a dis-
tance r apart, i.e., the convolution of the Mayer factors
f 10* f 01:
C00~r !50, ~5.5!
C01~r !5 f 01~r !, ~5.6!
C11~r !5C12~r !5exp~r0V0~r !!212r0V0~r !. ~5.7!
Thus ~within HNC, whereB50!
logy00~r !50, ~5.8!
TABLE I. ~Continued.!
MC ROZ/SC~calc! ZST and other theorems
01 1 0.986 698 02 1.0
11 1 0.984 532 43 1.0
12 1 1.280 7651 1.0
00 01 11
Case 5 3s 2s s
r0* 50.0179 r1* 50.369
bm8 5.902 5.46
b]P1 /]r1 10.42 8.75 ^GD 8.786&
Contact values
h01(d10
1 ) 4.336 4.039
h11(d11
1 ) 2.447 2.473
h12(0) 2.295 5.789
Zero-separation values
ln y01(0) 5.47 ^^5.46&&
ln y11(0) 5.47 ^^5.46&&
ln y12(0) 1.192 1.917 ^^1.910&&
Parameters a f z
00 1 0.998 092 1.018157
01 1 0.980 512 72 1.0
11 1 0.976 392 96 1.0
12 1 1.519 164 1.0
Case 6 s 1/2s 0
r0* 50.30 r1* 50.30
bm8 0.170 97~0.170 88, exact! 0.1713 @1.714#
b]P1 /]r1 0.992 06 1.000 013 ^GD 1.0&@1.0#
Contact values
h01(d10
1 ) 0.188 0.189 @0.198#
h11(0) 0.187 @0.186#
h12(0) 0.158 0.188 @0.186#
Zero-separation values
ln y01(0) 0.1855 ^^0.1713&& @0.1782#
ln y11(0) 0.1718 ^^0.1713&& @0.1865#
ln y12(0) 0.147 0.172 65 ^^0.1713&& @0.1865#
Parameters a f z
00 1 1.0745 1.0352
01 1 0.809 1418 1.0
11 1 0.984 5324 1.0
12 1 1.280 7651 1.0
a^GD:̄ &5Gibbs–Duhem;̂ ^¯&&5zero-separation results;@¯#5HNC; (¯)5PY; ROZ5Replica-OZ equa-
tions; SC5self-consistency closure results.
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logy01~r !50, ~5.9!
logy11~r !5 logy12~r !5r0V0~r !. ~5.10!
The consequence on the chemical potentialbm1 is
~5.11!
where the underlined quantities are zero, while underbraced
quantities cancel each other. The outputs from numerically
solving the ROZ~with the HNC closure! are compared with
the analytical results in Table I. This case can be used to
check~1! the validity of the theoretical formulas~the expres-
sions for the chemical potentials and zero-separation theo-
rems as given earlier!; and~2! the accuracy of the numerical
procedures utilized. For example, the numerical value of
bm1 obtained by solving the ROZ equation and then substi-
tuting the correlation functions into the direct formula Eq.
~4.4! was 0.667 407~cf. exact 0.667 274!. This indicates that
both the direct formulas we derived and the numerical pro-
cedures employed were justified.~Of course, one case does
not constitute a proof. It is a check. The proof is in the
replica-based derivations, Sec. IV B.! Note that the MC value
from Ref. 11 is 0.6623. Next, the coincidence value of
logy12(0) should be
~5.12!
From numerical solution of the ROZ, the value of logy12(0)
at r 50 was found to be 0.667 358. Thus the numerical pro-
cedure is accurate to the third decimal place. Similarly, the
value of logy11(0) will be found from
~5.13!
Direct calculation gave 0.667 358.
For logy01(0)50, the formula is~Case C!
~5.14!
Numerically, we also obtained zero value, as the formula
says. The isothermal compressibility for the fluid from nu-
merical calculation@via Eq. ~3.1!# is the exact value 1.0@be-
causeCc(r )50#. The three facts~a!, ~b!, and~c! listed above
for the correlation functions were all reproduced in our nu-
merical procedures.
Case „ii …: d 0050, d 015s, d 115s
At r0s
350.159,r1s
350.381, the numerical results for
this random matrix mixture are given in Table I. The chemi-
cal potential of the fluid was calculated to bem154.11.
The MC value of Meroniet al. is 4.168. The zero-separation
value logy11(0) was obtained as 4.17. This value had been
forced to agree withbm154.11 according to the zero-
separation theorem~e.g., by varyingf11!. The contact values
of h11(s) and h01(s) ~1.27 and 1.0, respectively! are also
close to MC simulations~1.28 and 1.15!. The values from
HNC and PY are also listed for comparison. They are~HNC:
1.555 and 1.187, respectively!, and ~PY: 1.149 and 0.937,
respectively!. The isothermal compressibility calculated is
6.28 vs MC 6.40. Note that we have also enforced the
Gibbs–Duhem relation, Eq.~3.3!. The derivative of the
chemical potentials yields an isothermal compressibility of
6.278~GD!. Direct computation with Eq.~3.1! gives 6.28.
The correlation functions:hi j , logyij , and Bi j are dis-
played in Figs. 1 and 2. The total correlationsh01 andh11 are
in good agreement with MC data from Ref. 11. The fluid-
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replicah12 at coincidence is overpredicted by the SC closure
~Fig. 1!. The SC logyij were forced to satisfy the zero-
separation theorems~according to our consistency require-
ments! by varying the parametersa, f, z until agreement is
achieved. It is seen that 01 and 11 pairs~2.67 and 4.17!
conform to the ZSEP required values~52.69, 4.11!, respec-
tively. The MC value of logy12(0) is 0.73, while our predic-
tion is 1.14 ~in conformity with the ZSEP requirement
51.13!. This overprediction of the coincidence value
logy12(0), ascompared with MC, is a recurring feature of
our SC approach for all cases studied~except for QWR!.
Checking the PY and HNC results shows that the SC value
~1.14! is closer to the HNC value~0.938! than the PY value
~0.648!. The bridge functions are presented in Fig. 2. The
coincidence valueB12(0)50.232 is slightly greater than 0.
This function is small in magnitude.
Case „iii …: d 005s, d 015s, d 115s
This case is atr0s
350.2404,r1s
350.383. All diam-
eters have the same sizes. The fluid particles are of compa-
rable dimension as the hard-sphere matrix. The results are
presented in Table I. The calculated chemical potential is
5.815 ~vs MC 5.97!. Isothermal compressibility 8.149~vs
MC 9.0!. The zero separation values logy11(0) calculated
55.822 ~which according to ZST should bebm155.815!.
Thus ZST is closely satisfied. Similarly, logy01(0)55.819
~which according to ZST should bebm155.815!.
On the other hand, logy12(0) calculated is 2.326~vs
MC51.590 and ZST demands 2.327!. The basic difference
derives from the incongruities between the MC value and the
value required by the zero-separation theorems. How do we
account for this difference? Let us consider the ZST Eq.
~4.12! for logy12(0). It depends on the matrix-fluid 01 cor-
relationsonly. Thus, in principle, no matter how one gets
y12(0) ~be it from MC or from some other sources!, this
y12(0) must satisfy the ZST~derived from the principle of
potential distribution theorem, a well-defined physico-
chemical principle!. Namely, its value should be consistent
with the matrix-fluid 01 correlations. Let us examine how
good the SC 01 correlations are. One indication is that Fig. 3
shows that theh01(r ) from SC is well in agreement with
MC. Thus using either SC or MC correlations, one should
get, via Eq.~4.12!, similar logy12(0). This is not the case.
Our ~SC! results gave logy12(0)52.327 ~not 1.590 from
FIG. 1. Case 2: Total correction functionsh01 , h11 , andh12 at r050.159
andr50.381. Matrix sphere has size 0,d0050 ~i.e., random matrix!, fluid-
matrix d015s, fluid–fluid d115s. Symbols5MC ~Ref. 11!. Lines5SC
~self-consistent! calculations as presented here.~Solid line and diamond501
pair. Dashed line and circles511 pair. Dotted line and triangles512 pair.!
Note the close agreement forh11(r ) between MC~circles! and SC~dashes!
results. Theh12(r ) is an agreement atr .0.8. At coincidence, there are
visible differences~see text for discussions!.
FIG. 2. Case 2: Cavity and bridge functions: lny01 , ln y11 , ln y12 , B01 ,
B11 , and B12 . ~For legend, see Fig. 1.! Open circles are the coincidence
values of lnyij(0) according to the ZST~zero-separation! theorems@i.e., Eqs.
~4.10!; ~4.12!; ~4.16! for this case#. That the lines go through these points
indicates the fulfillment of structural consistency~see text!. The MC ~tri-
angle! value lny12(0) is lower then the ZST circle, indicating some uncer-
tainties~see Sec. VI!.
FIG. 3. Case 3: Total correction functionsh01 , h11 , and h12 at r0
50.2404 andr150.383. Matrix sphere has sized005s, fluid-matrix d01
5s, fluid–fluid d115s. Symbols: diamonds, circles, and triangles5MC
~Ref. 11!. The SC is compared with HNC and PY closures. Solid and dashed
lines5SC. Dotted line5HNC. Crosses5PY. It is seen that the HNC and PY
values bracket the MC and SC curves. The agreement of SC with MC for
h01 and h11 is very close. Forh12 , there is discrepancy at coincidence (r
50). HNC and PY are less satisfactory compared to SC as theories for this
semiquenched system.
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MC!. If we trust the SC 01 correlations~already verified
independently by MC!, then this coincidence value~2.327!
should becorrect. In other words, the MC values for 01
correlations should have been consistent, via the ZST~4.12!,
with the MC logy12(0), andthis is not so~with MC 1.590 vs
ZST 2.327!. We note that the discrepancy is confined only
near coincidencer→0. For largerr (.0.6), the agreement of
SC with MC is good.
The correlation functions:hi j , logyij , and Bi j are dis-
played in Figs. 3 and 4. Theh01(r ) from SC compares well
with MC, as remarked. To put things in perspective, we also
included the HNC and PY results. HNC tends to over-
predict, while PY under-predict the MC values. The cavity
functions as shown~Fig. 4! obey the ZST~as a consequence
of the consistency requirements!. The bridge functions ap-
pear in Fig. 4. The 12-pair again has small values.
Cases „iv … and „v…: d 0053s, d 0152s, d 115s
Two fluid densities are investigated:r1s
350.369 and
50.4811.~The matrix porosity isr0s
350.0179.! The matrix
particle size is three times greater than that for the fluid par-
ticles ~or 9 times greater in volume!. The results are pre-
sented in Table I. For the high fluid density case, the calcu-
lated chemical potential is 8.674~vs MC 9.75!. Isothermal
compressibility 15.72~vs MC 8.66!. The GD isothermal
compressibility is for this case516.5. We recall that these
two cases in the original simulation work11 involved excep-
tionally small number of matrix realizations~NQ58 and 10,
instead ofNQ540 for the other cases!. The MC statistics
were consequently poorer. For the low fluid density case, the
calculated SC chemical potential is 5.46~vs MC 5.902!. The
SC isothermal compressibility 8.75~vs MC 10.4!. The GD
isothermal compressibility is for this case58.79. We con-
sider these numbers to be in fair agreement.
The SC values for the high fluid density case are
logy01(0)58.687, and logy11(0)58.671 ~which according
to ZST should bebm158.674!. The contact values of
h11(s) andh01(s) ~3.778 and 6.50! are reasonably close to
MC simulations~3.68 and 6.84!. However, the fluid-replica
pair exhibits the same discrepancy as in Case~iii !.
logy12(0)52.635~vs MC 1.65, ZST 2.643, HNC 3.177, and
PY 1.78!.
The correlation functions atr150.4811 are presented in
Figs. 5 and 6. The cavity logy10(r ) shows a region of con-
FIG. 4. Case 3: Cavity and bridge functions: lny01 , ln y11 , ln y12 , B01 ,
B11 , and B12 . ~For legend, see Fig. 3.! Open circles are the coincidence
values of lnyij(0) according to the ZST theorems@Eqs. ~4.10!; ~4.12!;
~4.18!#. That the lines go through these points indicates the fulfillment of
structural consistency~see text!. The MC ~triangle! value lny12(0) is a bit
low.
FIG. 5. Case 4: Total correction functionsh01 , h11 , and h12 at r0
50.0179 andr150.4811. Matrix sphere has sized0053s, fluid-matrix
d0152s. fluid–fluid d115s. Symbols: diamonds, circles, and tringles5MC
~Ref. 11!. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines5SC. It is seen that the agreement
of SC with MC for h01 andh11 functions are reasonable. Forh12 , there is
discrepancy at coincidence (r 50). Forr .0.8, the agreement regains valid-
ity. Note that the packing fraction is aroundh;0.505, a densely packed
case. In light of high density, the accord between SC and MC is remarkable.
FIG. 6. Case 4: Cavity and bridge functions: lny01 , ln y11 , ln y12 , B01 ,
B11 , and B12 . ~For legend, see Fig. 5.! Open circles are the ZST coinci-
dence value for lnyij(0) @Eqs.~4.10!; ~4.12!; ~4.18!#. We have achived ZST
consistency. The MC~triangle! value is lower then SC, as has been seen in
several case studies already. The value of lny01(r ) is constant inside the
matrix sphere~sinced0053s!, similar to the bulk hard sphere mixture case.
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stant value (r ,s). This is due to the large size of the matrix
sphere (d0053s! that occluded the fluid sphere (d005s! for
r ,s, similar to the bulk binary hard sphere mixture with
same size ratios. Forr150.369, Figs. 7 and 8 give the total,
cavity, and bridge functions. Comparison with MC data
shows thath01 andh11 from SC are fiduciary.
Case „vi …: d 005s, d 015„1/2…s, d 1150
Note thatr05r150.30. This case is similar to the pre-
vious case, except that the fluid now is composed of ideal
gas particles. The reason for studying this case is that a num-
ber of its thermodynamic properties are known exactly.
Thus, it can be used to check the validity of the numerical
procedures~and indirectly the theoretical formulas!. For ex-
ample, the excess chemical potential is given exactly by
bm152 logS 12 p6 r0s03D50.170 88 ~exact!. ~5.15!
From SC calculations~Table I!, we get bm150.1713
(10.2%). From ZST, we infer that logy01(0) and logy11(0)
should also bebm150.1713. SC calculated logy01(0)
50.185 ~vs HNC 0.178! and logy11(0)50.1718 ~vs HNC
0.1865!. ZST gives logy12(0)50.1713, while SC-calculated
logy12(0)50.1727~vs MC50.147, lower than the SC value
of 0.1727!. For h10(d10), SC50.189, while MC50.188
~HNC 0.198!. The MC value forh12(0)50.158 is smaller
than the SC value50.1885. This under-estimation by MC is
also evident from the original paper@in their Fig. 10~Ref.
11!#. The correlation functions from SC gaveh115h12. As a
consequence, the isothermal compressibility is 1@because
hc(r )50#. This is also a known~exact! result.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have derived the formulas for the
chemical potentials and the zero-separation theorems for the
cavity functions of fluids confined in a porous matrix. These
formulas can be utilized to aid the construction of closure
relations. We call this approach the self-consistency ap-
proach. In practice, we have adopted a closure form from
Verlet, that is made ‘‘flexible’’ with several inherent param-
eters. These SC closures were tested on the HS~matrix!/
HS~fluid! and random matrix/HS~fluid! systems within the
replica-Ornstein–Zernike formalism. Five matrix systems
~with six state conditions! were examined. The structural and
thermodynamic results are found to be accurate in compari-
son with Monte Carlo results. The SC performs better than
the usual liquid closures: e.g., Percus–Yevick or hypernetted
chain equations. On the other hand, there is disagreement
between SC and MC regarding the fluid-replica correlation
h12, especially atr 50 ~coincidence value!. As a superficial
observation: the HNC and PY values usually bracket the MC
results. Our results~SC! are closer to the HNC, while the PY
results are closer to the MC. For example, for Case 3, the
ordering of h12(0) is HNC~17.1!.SC~9.24!.MC ~3.79!
.PY ~2.96!. For Case 4, HNC~23.0!.SC~12.93!
.MC ~4.21!.PY ~1.78!. There is quite a range of variation
for this value. To find the origin of the difference, we pro-
pose the following analysis@we have alluded to this reason-
ing earlier in the discussions for Case~iii !#.




to depend only on the matrix-fluid~01! correlations. Thus
here we have a consistency check: that the valueh12(0)
5y12(0)21 should be related through Eq.~6.1! to the 01
correlation functions and the 01 correlations only. In other
word, if the 01 correlations are correctly calculated~from
MC, SC or other sources!, one can obtain the coincidence
FIG. 7. Case 5: Total correction functionsh01 , h11 , and h12 at r0
50.0179 andr150.369, the lower fluid density case. Matrix sphere has size
d0053s, fluid-matrix d0152s, fluid–fluid d115s. ~Legend same as Fig.
5.! The agreement for the SC and MCh01 andh11 functions is satisfactory.
For h12 , deviations are manifest nearr 50. However, forr .0.8, the agree-
ment recovers.
FIG. 8. Case 5: Cavity and bridge functions: lny01 , ln y11 , ln y12 , B01 ,
B11 , and B12 . ~For legend, see Fig. 7.! Open circles are the ZST coinci-
dence value for lnyij(0) @Eqs. ~4.10!; ~4.12!; ~4.18!#. For lny12(0), MC
~triangle! value differs a bit from the SC curve.
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value ofh12(0) through~6.1!. This constitutes a consistency
requirement. The existing facts are~i! in Case 3 for example,
the h01(r ) obtained from SC checks with MC results for the
entire range ofr ~see Fig. 5!. It suggests that the SC data for
01 are accurate.~ii ! From Eq.~6.1!, using the SC 01 corre-
lations only, we obtained ZST logy12(0)52.327. Next, from
direct ROZ numerical calculations, we obtained SC
logy12(0)52.326 @this was made to conform to Eq.~6.1!,
the ZST#. This means that the SC solution has been made
successfully consistent with respect to the ZST~6.1!. On the
other hand, the MC logy12(0)51.590 (,2.327). This
means that the simulated total correlation function MC
h12(r 50) at coincidence is not ZST consistent with the MC
simuated 01 correlations. In the original paper,11 the difficul-
ties of simulating the replica~12! correlation functions, es-
pecially nearr 50, have been carefully examined. Thus we
draw the conclusion that our SC results of the 12 structures
~i! to be at least ZST-consistent~definitely better than the
HNC or PY results!. ~ii ! The accuracy of SC results regard-
ing h12(0) will have to be reconfirmed by new simulation
data or other independent means of authentification. Our dis-
cussions above concern only the point at coincidencer 50.
For largerr , the agreement of SC and MS is again good.
In sum, we have presented here~1! new formulas for the
chemical potentials and zero-separation theorems; and~2!
self-consistent ROZ closures that also give highly accurate
results. The disordered media we have considered are rela-
tively simple, at this initial stage of study~namely, hard
sphere matrix1hard sphere fluid!. We envision, for future
investigation, studies of industrially more interesting materi-
als with attractive affinities, so that the wetting behavior,
phase transitions,30,31 as well as compliant structures can be
examined. The methodology developed here can aid in these
endeavors.
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